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Dr. T. M. Sonneborn
Department of Zoology
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Dear Sonneborn:

My answer to your letter of February 23 has been delayed because I
was waiting to hear from Thimann. His letter came today--it took him a
long time to make'up his mind. He cannot attend the Symposium; that
answers most of the questions raised in your letter. We are very
anxious to have you as a speaker, and particularly to include in your
discussion the Moewus material.

Tatum is off the program, and Ephrussi will limit his discuggion to
eye colors. I asked Bodenstein to take lower invertebrates, primarily
insects. That leaves for you a fairly wide field, and I hope that you
will agree to take care of it.

Enclosed is a reprint from last year's Symposium volume, which
should be used as a sample for arranging literature citations and for
determining the size of figures. It is advisable to draw figures so
that they can be reduced to a Single or a double column width. Figures
for half~tone reproduction will be accepted, and they will be printed
on special paper and inserted as full-page plates. In order to reduce
printing expenses, it is desirable to limit the use of half-♥tones to
the most essential.

It is planned to reserve one or two half-days for demonstrations of
various techniques used in experimental work. Dr. Riddle has offered
the facilities of his laboratory to take care of the material submitted
for demonstration. Please let me know if you intend to demonstrate
anything.

Sincerely yours,

MD:af . M. Demeree of
Enclosure
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